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Country or 
Territory

Project Title Project Description Status

Albania
Insolvency and Company 

Law Training

The project will involve a judicial training programme to cover 
priority areas of commercial law that are currently not covered in
the Albanian judicial training schedule (company law, decision-
writing methodology and interpretation skills).
Funded by: Czech government 

Underway

Albania
Utilities Public 

Procurement Law 
Reform

The Bank is assisting the Agjensia e Prokurimit Publik (APP -
Public Procurement Authority of Albania), which is expected to 
conduct a comprehensive reform of the utilities public procurement 
sector in Albania, including development of an eProcurement 
platform for contracting entities in the utilities sector. 
Funded by: Slovak government 

Underway

Albania

Implementing Laws on 
Framework Agreements, 

e-Catalogues and 
Prequalification Systems 
to Increase Transparency 

and Efficiency of 
Repetitive Public 

Contracts for Goods and 
Services (Phase 2)

The proposed project will focus on implementing in practice new 
legislation on frameworks agreements and e-catalogues. This 
project is intended to finalise public procurement reform in 
Albania, started in 2002. If implemented, it will benefit public and 
private sectors alike, setting new standards for the region and 
increasing transparency and efficiency in the procurement of goods 
and services in Albania.

Underway

Albania
Review Commission on 

Public Procurement

The project has strengthened the newly created Review 
Commission on Public Procurement, established in 2010 to hear 
and determine complaints about public procurement. It provided
Commission members with training on core tribunal competencies 
essential for fair and effective review of public procurement 
complaints. 
Funded by: Slovak government

Completed 
Q1 2012

Albania

Advisory Support
to the Albanian

Financial 
Supervisory 
Authority

The former Albanian Securities Commission (now Financial 
Supervisory Authority) has requested technical assistance from the 
EBRD to improve the Albanian legal and regulatory framework 
governing corporate governance and finance relating in particular to 
the issuance of bonds by municipalities and corporate entities. The 
law has been prepared and finally approved by the Parliament on 15 
October 2009. A commentary of the law has also been prepared. 
Funded by: Greek government

Completed  
Q1 2012

Albania
Communications 

Regulatory Development 
Phase I

This project, requested by the Minister of Public Works and the 
Agency for Communications and Postal Regulation, assisted the 
Ministry of Public Works (subsequently transferred to the Ministry 
for State Reforms and Parliamentary Relations) and the regulator 
(AKEP) with revision of policy and law, institution building and 
technical implementation of an EU consistent regulatory 
framework.  
Funded by: European Commission

Completed 
Q2 2010

Albania

Regulatory Impact 
Analysis on the Draft 
Law on Corporate and 

Municipal Bonds 

The EBRD assisted the Albanian Financial Supervision Authority 
in the development of a new law on Corporate and Municipal 
Bonds. In order to understand the possible impact of the new 
regulation within the Albanian framework, anticipate and correct 
possible implementation problems, the EBRD conducted a 
Regulatory Impact Analysis in order to assess the potential impact 
that the new law will have on the Albanian market.
Funded by: Italian Government

Completed 
04/06/2009

Albania
Assistance with the 

Selection Process of the 
2nd GSM Operator

The EBRD assisted the Albanian authorities with the preparation of 
the tender documents for launching a public tender for the award of 
a 2nd GSM licence.  The Bank advised the Albanian authorities on 
the criteria to be used for the selection of the 2nd GSM operator.
Funded by:  UK government

Completed 
30/03/2000
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Country or 
Territory

Project Title Project Description Status

Albania
Telecoms Administrative 

and Regulatory 
Development Programme

The EBRD reviewed the telecommunications policy and law, and 
helped develop the secondary legislation needed to establish an 
adequate telecommunications regulatory framework. This is in 
order to facilitate the privatisation of Albanian Telecom and the 
Albanian Mobile Company.  The project resulted in the adoption of 
a sector policy by the government as well as the preparation of a 
draft telecommunications law. The Bank provided the authorities 
with model licences and organised workshops on tariff rebalancing 
and interconnect charges.
Funded by: UK and French governments

Completed 
28/02/2000

Armenia
Improving Energy 

Efficiency in Residential 
Buildings

This project involves a comprehensive analysis of the overall 
policy, legal and institutional framework for energy performance of 
buildings in Armenia and a review of the existing housing 
legislation regulating housing associations and management of 
multi-storey apartment buildings. The expected result of the project 
is the development and adoption of a Law on Energy Performance 
of Buildings and amendments to the housing codes.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Armenia
Corporate Governance 
Code Development and 

Implementation

In late 2007, the Minister of Trade and Economic Development of 
the Republic of Armenia approached the EBRD Legal Transition 
Team to seek technical assistance for the development and 
implementation of a Corporate Governance Code ("Code"), 
applicable to state-owned companies, listed companies, and banks.
The Code has now been drafted and finalised. 
Funded by: EBRD Early Transition Countries Fund

Underway

Armenia
Communications 

Regulatory 
Implementation Support

This project involves practical support for the Public Services 
Regulatory Commission (PSRC) in the implementation of new 
sector policy and law initiatives developed by government.
Funded by: Finnish Government

Underway

Armenia
Armenia 

Communications 
Regulatory Training

This programme comprised an assessment of the specific training 
needs of the regulatory authority and sector policymaking authority; 
the development of a comprehensive individual training programme 
for the selected country covering all key aspects of regulation, with 
the goal of meeting the specific needs for development of regulatory 
staff skills; implementation of the individual training programme 
over the course of an 8 – 10 week period; and, an evaluation of the 
individual training programme upon its completion
Funded by: Finnish Government

Completed 
08/08/2011

Armenia
Telecommunications 

Regulatory Development 
Programme

The EBRD provided assistance to the Armenian Government with 
respect to the establishment of an independent regulatory agency,
with the power and the means to control the incumbent operator and
ensure its compliance with the conditions attached to its licence.  
The EBRD has provided a comparative analysis of the regulatory 
authorities in four other countries, and a presentation of the 
telecommunication policies and overall telecom legal frameworks in 
these countries. The project concluded in July 2001 subsequent to 
the delivery by the EBRD to the Armenian authorities of a 
regulatory package including draft law for regulatory agency. 
Funded by: EU TACIS

Completed 
30/07/2001
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Territory

Project Title Project Description Status

Azerbaijan

Azerbaijan
Communications 

Regulatory Training 

In early 2010, the Bank and Azerbaijan’s Ministry for 
Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) agreed to 
implement a training programme comprising an assessment of the 
specific training needs of the regulatory authority and sector 
policymaking authority; the development of a comprehensive 
individual training programme for the selected country covering all 
key aspects of regulation, with the goal of meeting the specific 
needs for development of regulatory staff skills; implementation of 
the individual training programme over the course of an 8 – 10 
week period; and, an evaluation of the individual training 
programme upon its completion.
Funded by: Finnish Government

Completed
08/08/2011

Azerbaijan
Mortgage Registry

Reform

The EBRD was working with the Ministry of Economic 
Development (MED) establishing a mortgage registry, which would 
enable mortgages to be registered over any type of property 
(including buildings in construction) in a single, unified place, 
accessible to all. The project was to take place in parallel with the 
then on-going efforts of the MED in developing the State 
Immovable Registry. The political context and legal developments 
have made the continuation of the project untenable and the project 
was abandoned.

Closed
01/12/2005

Azerbaijan

Legal Advisory Services 
to Azerbaijan in 

Connection with Drafting 
Securities Market related 

Primary Law

At the request of the Azerbaijan State Committee for Securities, the 
EBRD provided advice and assistance in drafting two pieces of 
primary legislation governing the securities market of Azerbaijan, 
i.e., a new Law on Joint Stock Companies and a new Law on 
Securities.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
31/12/2001

Azerbaijan
Development of  a 

Secured Transaction Law

At the request of the Office of the President of Azerbaijan, the 
EBRD prepared a report on the provisions on secured transactions 
as contained in the draft Civil Code. After it became clear that the 
Civil Code would not be enacted quickly, the EBRD provided 
comments to the National Bank of Azerbaijan ("NBA") on the 
existing Azeri pledge law and amendments proposed by the NBA.  
The NBA prepared a new draft pledge law based on the EBRD 
Model Law on Secured Transactions, and the 1994 Pledge Law was 
revised in 1998.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
22/12/1999

Azerbaijan
Amendments to the 
Foreign Investment 

Protection Law

The EBRD assisted a working group to prepare a new draft law 
based on internationally recognised guidelines for foreign 
investment laws. The draft provided solutions to key omissions and 
shortcomings in the existing legal framework and proposed 
additional measures to be taken to ensure the effectiveness of the 
law.  
Funded by: German government

Completed 
29/01/1999

Azerbaijan
Review and Reform of 

Bankruptcy Law

The EBRD assisted a working group to prepare a comprehensive 
bankruptcy law, which was adopted.   
Funded by: UK and Dutch governments

Completed 
19/12/1997

Belarus
Telecommunications 

Regulatory Development 
Programme

The EBRD provided assistance to the Ministry of Posts, 
Telecommunications and Informatics in revising the 
telecommunications sector policy and drafting a new 
telecommunications law. The main objective of this project was to 
facilitate the launch of a privately-controlled GSM operator in 
Belarus. The project consisted of two phases: 1) the development of 
the basic telecommunications legislation, licences and the 
interconnection regime; and 2) advice and guidance on more 
complex issues such as quality targets for voice telephony and 
standardisation procedures.   
Funded by: UK government (Phase I)

Phase I Completed 
28/02/1999; Phase II 

Postponed

Bosnia & 
Herzegovina

Competition Law 
Training for Federal 

Judges

The project will prepare and deliver a module of judicial training in 
competition law for judges of the Administrative Division of the 
Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Court of BiH), a federal court 
with jurisdiction to hear appeals against decisions of the
competition authorities of the two constituent entities of the state.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Completed 
20/12/2012
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Country or 
Territory

Project Title Project Description Status

Bosnia & 
Herzegovina

Telecoms Sector Policy 
Development IV

The EBRD provided advice to the newly created State 
Telecommunication Regulatory Agency (CRA), and assisted the 
two Entities of Bosnia & Herzegovina in preparing and adopting a 
market-oriented telecommunications policy and law as well as all 
other accompanying measures such as licenses, interconnection 
regulations sector policies, etc. The Bank also provided training for 
the relevant officials on issues such as interconnection charges, 
tariff setting and cost accounting methods.  
Funded by: EU Phare

Completed
June 2003

Bosnia & 
Herzegovina

Telecoms Sector Policy 
Development III

This regulatory project, linked to an investment programme signed 
by the Bank and Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1998, was designed to 
develop a telecommunications regulatory framework. The State and 
the two Entities agreed on the text for a State Telecommunications 
Law in July 1998, which is now in force. The representatives of the 
State and the two Entities agreed on the text of the regulations 
establishing the Regulatory Agency, the organigram of this 
Agency, the text for international licences and the principles 
underlying a sound tariff policy. Most importantly, the delegates of 
BIH agreed to a common sector policy setting forth a timetable for 
the liberalisation of the sector and the privatisation of the three 
operators.
Funded by: UK and Irish governments

Completed 
30/11/1999

Bosnia & 
Herzegovina

Telecoms Sector Policy 
Development II

The EBRD provided assistance to the Bosnian authorities in 
drafting a telecommunications law and regulations for the 
Federation of Bosnia & Herzegovina. The project contributed to the 
establishment of a Memorandum of Agreed Principles between the 
two Entities and to an initial draft telecommunications law for 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
Funded by: UK and Irish governments

Completed 
01/11/1997

Bosnia & 
Herzegovina

Telecoms Sector Policy 
Development I

The EBRD provided assistance to the Bosnian Ministry of 
Communications in formulating the basic sector and regulatory 
policy necessary to allow development of telecoms in Bosnia. 
Funded by: UK, Dutch and Norwegian governments

Completed 
09/01/1997

Bulgaria
Accounting Skills for 

Judges Hearing 
Insolvency Matters

The project involves the development of a module of training on 
accounting skills for judges hearing insolvency matters. Whilst 
taking into account the particular circumstances of the Bulgarian 
market, the training module will be designed as far as possible as a 
prototype, such that it is amenable to adaptation in other countries 
in the region.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Bulgaria
Review of Concessions 

Law

The EBRD reviewed the Concessions Act for Bulgaria and 
provided a draft report on the legislation, outlining the main 
concerns in relation to the granting of concessions over mineral and 
subsoil resources, identifying major omissions and shortcomings, 
and suggesting amendments and additions.  
This project was internally funded.

Completed 
15/01/1997

Croatia
Regulation of Factoring 

in Croatia

Following a request from the Croatian Ministry of Finance, LTT 
has begun exploring scope for support to the government in the 
introduction of legislation on factoring and set up of on line 
accounts receivable trading facility.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Czech 
Republic

Close-out Netting 
Legislation

At the request of the Czech National Bank, the EBRD undertook a
project to assist the Czech Republic in developing its bankruptcy-
related legislation to strengthen the enforceability of close-out 
netting for over-the-counter derivatives contracts. The EBRD 
worked on this project with International Swaps and Derivatives 
Association, Inc. 
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
30/06/2004

Czech 
Republic

Assistance in 
Establishing a Securities 

Commission

The EBRD, with the aid of a team of consultants, assisted the Czech 
Securities Commission with the re-engineering of the Czech 
financial market regulatory function. The project, , consisted of the 
following key elements:  recommendations for changes to Czech 
financial market legislation and draft regulations; structuring of the 
Czech Securities Commission and its regulatory function; advising 

Completed  
31/12/2000
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Country or 
Territory

Project Title Project Description Status

on funding and budgeting issues for the Czech Securities 
Commission; and training of its staff.  
Funded by: EU Phare

Czech 
Republic

PPP legal framework 
development/Concession

s Law Reform

The EBRD, together with its consultants, advised the Czech 
Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Regional Development on 
the draft of a new Concession Law to facilitate PPPs in the country.  
With the submission of the draft Law to the Czech government for 
its approval, the project has been formally completed.  
This project was internally funded.  

Completed
10/04/2005

Egypt

MSME Support 
Programme in Egypt and 

the Social Fund for 
Development

The key objective of the Legal and Regulatory Component of this 
programme is to assist the Egyptian Social Fund (SFD) in revising 
the Law 141. Indeed, the Law, entitled the Law on the Development 
of Small Enterprises, but often referred to as the ‘SFD Law’, 
contains a mixture of provisions that define the SFD’s role and 
powers, and provisions that aim at serving the small business sector 
as a whole.
Funded by: MENA Transition Fund

Underway

Egypt
Electronic 

Communications 
Capacity Building

The EBRD continues to explore possibilities for a technical support 
project with National Telecommunications Regulatory Agency 
(NTRA) Ministry for Communications and Information Technology 
(MoICT) aimed at capacity building and improvement of the legal 
and regulatory framework with the aim of accelerating broadband 
network investment.

Underway

Estonia
Telecommunications  

Regulatory Development 
Programme

This project resulted in the drafting of a new telecommunications 
policy and a new telecommunications law as well as licences and 
regulations. The draft law was submitted to the Estonian parliament 
for adoption.   
Funded by: Japanese government

Completed 
30/04/1997

Estonia Cable Law

The EBRD provided commentary on the draft Cable Law for the 
purpose of providing financing to licensees or operators via one of 
the Bank's credit lines.  
This project was internally funded.

Completed 
15/01/1996

FYR 
Macedonia

Energy and Concessions 
Law

At the request of the Ministry of the Economy, the EBRD provided 
commentary on a draft Energy Law, in addition to preparing a 
Model Concessions Agreement which provides for a more tailored 
concessions agreement between the Government of Macedonia and 
potential investors.   
Funded by: UK government

Completed
08/09/1997

Georgia

Communications
Policy Development

Support

This project involves support for the Ministry for Economy and 
Sustainable Development in the development of a national ICT 
sector policy centred on a national broadband implementation plan, 
revision of laws, rationalisation of radio frequency administration 
and assisting with implementation of switchover from analogue to 
digital broadcasting (freeing up radio frequency) for further 
commercial exploitation in the ICT sector.
Funded by: Finnish government

Underway 

Georgia
Digital Broadcasting 
Switchover Support

This project will support technical/network planning and the design 
and administration of a competition for award of licence/frequency.
Until June 2015 the ITU legal framework protects the existing 
analogue and the new digital TV sites, but after the deadline there is 
only a legal framework for digital TV.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Georgia
Policy Advice for the 

WTO GPA Negotiation 
Process

This project will provide advice in strategy development for 
negotiating the WTO GPA accession and practical assistance 
throughout the WTO GPA negotiation process and legislative 
changes inspired by the WTO GPA. The proposed project is 
expected to have a considerable transition impact by increasing 
public procurement efficiency and international competition in the 
Georgian public procurement market.
Funded by: Slovak government

Underway

Georgia
Georgia Communications 

Regulatory Training 

This programme comprised an assessment of the specific training 
needs of the regulatory authority and sector policymaking authority; 
the development of a comprehensive individual training programme 
for the selected country covering all key aspects of regulation, with 

Completed 
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Country or 
Territory
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the goal of meeting the specific needs for development of regulatory 
staff skills; implementation of the individual training programme 
over the course of an 8 week period; and, an evaluation of the 
individual training programme upon its completion.
Funded by: Finnish government

Georgia Insolvency Legal Reform

The EBRD had developed an outline for an insolvency reform 
project in Georgia. This was a two-phase project involving 
comprehensive insolvency legislative reform and training of judges 
and insolvency administrators. A preliminary report was submitted 
to the Ministry of Justice in February 2005 and a roundtable 
conference hosted by the EBRD and the Ministry organised to 
discuss the new draft law in June 2005.  In March 2007, after a long 
inaction period in this matter, the Georgian government decided to 
pursue a bankruptcy law of its own design. The EBRD then decided 
to end the project.
Funded by: Canadian government

Closed
2007 

Georgia
Judicial Capacity 
Building Initiative

The EBRD assisted local authorities with the preparation of an 
Action Plan for increasing judicial capacity in the commercial law 
sector. The project was modelled on the Kyrgyz judicial initiative.   
Efforts are now being used to put in place a Phase II project to 
implement the Action Plan.
Funded by: EBRD Early Transition Countries Fund

Completed
27/02/2009

Georgia
Secured Transactions 

Reform – Phase 2

Following the adoption of the new secured transactions law 
provisions in June 2005, the EBRD launched a project providing 
technical assistance to the Ministry of Justice in implementing the 
reform. This entailed assisting in the development of a charges 
registry, promoting the reform to users and generally helping in the 
reform delivering the economic benefits that were expected.  In the 
summer of 2006, the decision was made to close the project which 
will be pursued by other aid providers.
Funded by: Canadian government

Closed
2006

Georgia

Advisory Support to the 
Ministry of Justice for 
Secured Transactions 

Law Reform

The objective of this project was to advise the Ministry of Justice 
on reform of the legal provisions governing secured transactions 
law and their implementation in Georgia, with a view to equipping 
the country with a modern, enabling, legal framework on secured 
transactions and appropriate implementing institutions that will 
support relatively sophisticated credit transactions. The new Civil 
Code provisions were adopted in June 2005. 
Funded by: Canadian government

Completed 
01/09/2005

Georgia
Review of the Banking 

Law

The EBRD reviewed and provided commentary to a draft report 
produced by a USAID-supported project designed to amend the 
existing Georgian banking law.  
This project was internally funded.

Completed 
30/04/2001

Georgia
Telecommunications 

Regulatory Development 
Programme (extension)

This project involves the delivery of a tariff/revenue model to the 
Georgian authorities and the provision of training with respect to 
that model.  
Funded by: EU TACIS

Completed 
June 2002

Georgia
Telecommunications 

Regulatory Development 
Programme

The EBRD assisted the authorities of the Republic of Georgia in 
adopting a modern telecoms regulatory framework that would be 
clear and predictable, and therefore likely to attract private 
investment and enable the overall development of the sector.  The 
EBRD assisted the Georgian authorities in developing a policy on 
universal access and interconnection issues.  
Funded by: EU TACIS

Completed 
July 2001

Hungary Concessions Law Reform

At the request of the Ministry of Economy and Transport of 
Hungary (MoET) the EBRD provided assistance with the review of 
the Concessions Law and the Procurement Law, advice on the PPP 
policy issues and on related secondary legislation including tender 
rules and procedure regulations.  
Funded by: Spanish government

Completed 
05/03/2009

Hungary
Secured Transactions 
Institution Building

The EBRD assisted the Ministry of Justice with the preparation of 
new decrees on registration and non-judicial enforcement following 
amendments to the Civil Code provisions on pledges. The Bank 
also reviewed and made recommendations on the pledge registry’s 
operation, and is participated in an education campaign for banks, 

Completed
2005
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lawyers, courts, and the general public. 
Funded by: UK and Greek governments

Hungary
Close-out Netting 

Legislation

At the request of the Ministry of Finance, the EBRD undertook a 
project to assist Hungary in developing its bankruptcy-related 
legislation to strengthen the enforceability of close-out netting for 
over-the-counter derivatives contracts. The EBRD worked with the 
International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc. on this 
project.
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
31/12/2001

Hungary
Legal Advisory Services 
for New Securities Act

The EBRD provided assistance to the Ministry of Finance in 
drafting a new comprehensive securities law.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
31/12/2001

Hungary

Assistance in 
Implementing 

Registration under New 
Law for Charges over 
Moveable Assets II

The EBRD provided follow-up assistance with the successful 
launch of the computerised registration system that the Bank helped 
to establish, monitored its functioning and helped to resolve 
implementation issues. The EBRD also discussed amendments to 
certain Civil Code provisions with the Ministry of Justice; revision 
took place in December 2000.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
01/03/2001

Hungary

Assistance in 
Implementing 

Registration under New 
Law for Charges over 

Moveable Assets I

The EBRD provided technical assistance for the establishment of 
the first nation-wide computerised registration system for charges 
over movable property in the Bank's countries of operations, in 
accordance with Civil Code charge provision requirements.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
30/04/1997

Jordan
Electronic 

Communications 
Capacity Building

Following a request from Jordan’s Telecommunications Regulatory 
Commission (TRC) and Ministry for Communications and 
Information Technology (MoICT), LTT has begun discussing a 
technical support project for TRC and MoICT which would 
support the adoption and implementation of policies which would 
accelerate the deployment of high-capacity, high-speed fibre optics 
as a facilitator for sector development and investment.

Underway

Kazakhstan
Improvement of the 

Corporate Governance 
Framework

The project aims at improving the corporate governance framework 
in Kazakhstan. The objective is to equip Kazakhstan with a modern 
legal and regulatory framework that supports the development of 
sound and transparent capital markets.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Kazakhstan
Advisor to the 

Government on PPP in 
Transport Sector

This project aimed to test in practice the local frameworks enabling 
public-private partnerships in infrastructure and assist the 
Government of Kazakhstan in tendering, negotiating and signing of 
concession contract documentation based on which a pilot 
concession project would be undertaken. This project included a 
review of and advisory on legal, regulatory and institutional 
frameworks with the view to improving these.
Funded by: Japanese government

Completed 
Q1 2013

Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan Competition 

Law Review

This project helped review the draft competition law and 
recommend revisions for the competition agency to propose to 
Government aimed at increasing harmonisation of the draft law with 
international best practice. 

Completed 
2010

Kazakhstan Concession Law Review

Developed jointly with the Transport Team the proposed project 
aimed to review the new Concession legislation in Kazakhstan and 
a pipeline of projects that the Government put together for 
development on PPP basis. 
This project was internally funded.

Completed 
2007

Kazakhstan
Network Infrastructure 

Regulation

This Project sought to assist the authorities in identifying and 
implementing a framework for the regulation of network 
infrastructure that will be conducive to economic efficiency and
likely to attract and sustain private investment throughout the 
Kazakh economy. The Project has now reached competition, 
having provided recommendations on, and assistance with, 
implementation of international best practice regulation across the 
telecom, power, railway, oil & gas pipeline and gas distribution 
sectors.  Implementation of a number of recommendations has been 
achieved and discussions are ongoing with the Agency for 
Regulation of Natural Monopolies and the Government with 

Completed 
2007
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respect to the implementation of the output of this project.
Funded by: Japanese government

Kazakhstan
Telecommunications 

Regulatory Development
IV

This project provided full and substantive practical support to the 
Kazakhstan Agency for Information and Communication (AIC) in 
the examination and analysis of options for design of an 
independent regulatory authority for telecommunications. The 
model developed for AIC was well received at a public workshop 
for sector stakeholders in Astana in July 2006 and has since been 
presented to the Prime Minister for formal approval. Discussions 
with the Office of the Prime Minister are ongoing in this respect.
Funded by: Irish government

Completed
2006

Kazakhstan

Telecommunications 
Regulatory Development 
Programme (I, II, III and 

IV)

The EBRD provided the Kazakh Minister of Telecommunications 
with assistance in developing an adequate regulatory framework in 
telecommunications likely to foster private investment and enable 
the development of the sector. The project has resulted in draft 
telecommunications and universal service fund laws as well as cost 
models to determine the true cost of telecoms services. Phase I and 
a refocused Phase II were completed at the end of June 2001.  
Phase III of this project addressed issues that arose during the 
implementation of Phase I, i.e. assessing the real cost for 
Kazakhtelecom to provide services, making recommendations for 
re-balancing tariffs and making recommendations for funding 
universal service in Kazakhstan. Phase IV of the project supported 
the Agency for Information and Communications in making 
specific recommendations to the Prime Minister on the institutional 
structures, measures and reforms necessary to transform AIC into 
an international standard independent regulator.  
Phases I and II of this project were funded by the Japanese 
government and by Taipei China.  Phase III was funded by EU 
TACIS and Phase IV by the Irish government.

Phase IV completed 
20/09/2008

Kosovo
Telecommunications 
Regulatory Reform

This project assisted the UN, EU and the then Provisional Self-
Government (PISG) authorities in implementing core reforms 
attached to the modernisation of the telecom sector in Kosovo. The 
project provided assistance with policy development, capacity 
building and access code issues.  Formal policy recommendations 
were presented to the minister for transport and communications in 
May 2007 in Pristina, and approved by government for 
implementation in June 2007.  
Funded by: US government

Completed 
20/09/2008

Kosovo

Emergency
Telecommunications 

Regulatory Development 
Programme

The EBRD project aimed at assisting UNMIK (the UN Mission in 
Kosovo acting as the transitional administration) in determining a 
legal regime for the telecommunications sector of the province of 
Kosovo which would facilitate the reconstruction and development 
of the sector.  A policy framework was proposed to UNMIK in May 
2000. 
Funded by: UK government

Completed
01/10/2002

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Extractive Industries 
Transparency Initiative 

Kyrgyzstan Secretariat –
Capacity Building

The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) is the 
leading anti-corruption and transparency initiative in the extractive 
industries sector globally, championed by the international 
development community, the G7, and major commodity producing 
countries. The Bank is going to assist with the implementation of a 
comprehensive framework for award and regulation of extractive 
industries, and the transparent revenue management and allocation 
of the proceeds of the extractive industries in the interests of the 
overall development of Kyrgyzstan.

Underway

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Judicial Capacity 
Building - Phase 5

The project will put in place all necessary components of a formal 
system of initial training for candidate judges and will train the first 
batch of candidates. 
Funded by: EBRD Early Transition Countries Fund

Underway

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Mining Sector 
Legislative Development

The overhaul of mining sector regulation has been identified as a 
high-priority in an effort to increase the attractiveness of the 
country’s mining sector to foreign investors. The new government 
has indicated it would welcome EBRD technical cooperation 
support in the drawing up of key implementing regulations. 
Proposals have been made in this respect to the Ministry for 

Underway
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Economy and Competition Policy in the preparation and 
finalisation of key implementing regulations.

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Mining Sector 
Regulatory Capacity 

Development

Proposals have been made to the State Agency for Geology and 
Mineral Resources (SGA - sector regulator on a technical 
cooperation programme to support the implementation of new 
policies, laws and regulations, adopted as part of the work that will 
be performed in the legislative development project. The project 
will include capacity building/training, practical implementation 
support and help with drawing up individual frameworks for 
licensing auctions/tenders, remediation/reclamation of exhausted 
mines, GIS data publication and loss norms of mining production.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Improving Legal and 
Regulatory Framework 
Concerning Corporate 

Governance and 
Investors' Protection

This project aimed to assist the State Agency for Financial 
Supervision and Control of Kyrgyz Republic (now Financial 
Market Supervision and Regulation Service) to improve the legal 
and regulatory framework concerning corporate governance and 
investors' protection in the country.  
Funded by: EBRD Early Transition Countries Multi-donor Fund

On Hold

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Interconnect and Costing 

This Project aimed at providing advice and assistance to the 
National Telecommunications Agency and the Government of the 
Kyrgyzstan in the revision of interconnection and costing/tariffing 
practices to better reflect international best practice. 
Funded by: EBRD Early Transition Countries Fund

Completed 
Q2 2012

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Communications Law 
Revision Project

This project aimed at assisting the Ministry for Transport and 
Communication and the regulator to revise the 1998 Telecom Law.  
Funded by: EBRD Early Transition Countries Fund

Completed 
23/04/2012

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Judicial Capacity
Building –

Phases 3 and 4

The project’s objectives were to improve the general level of 
commercial law knowledge and building capacity in the local 
judiciary and the local Judicial Training Centre as one of the 
requirements for ensuring the effectiveness of the commercial law 
framework. 
Phase III funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund
Phase IV funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund and EBRD 
Early Transition Countries Fund

Completed 
2010

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Judicial capacity building
Phase 2

The objective of this follow-on project was to implement the Action 
Plan developed under Phase I of the project, with a view to 
improving the general level of commercial law knowledge and 
building capacity in the local judiciary and the local Judicial 
Training Centre as one of the requirements for ensuring the 
effectiveness of the commercial law framework. 
Funded by: Japan, Switzerland and the EBRD Early Transition 
Countries Fund

Completed
06/03/2009

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Kyrgyz Universal Access

This Project provided advice and assistance to the Government of 
Kyrgyzstan in developing a strategy for universal access and ICT 
development; The Project also provided advice and assistance with 
respect to a demand study, advice and assistance with respect to the 
calculation of cost and design of financing mechanism and with 
respect to the design and administration of a pilot project (including 
public tender/auction) to trial the implementation of the chosen 
level of universal access. Approval by the Government of Phase I 
output was achieved in July 2006. Implementation of phase II is 
ongoing.
Funded by: Canadian government

Completed 
27/02/09

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Judicial capacity building
Phase I

The EBRD assisted local authorities with the preparation of an 
Action Plan for increasing judicial capacity in the commercial law 
sector. An inception visit to Bishkek for the assessment phase of the 
project took place in January 2005. A polling survey of 
stakeholders took place in the spring of 2005 and an Action Plan
has been finalised in consultation with the local authorities.  
Funded by: EBRD Early Transition Countries Fund

Completed
10/11/2005

Kyrgyz
Republic

Secured Lending Law

The EBRD assisted the Kyrgyz government in drafting a new 
pledge law, which entered into force in May 1997. A pledge 
registry still needs to be established.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
31/12/2000
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Kyrgyz
Republic

International Commercial
Arbitration Law

The EBRD assisted the government with the signature, ratification 
and accession to the New York Convention on Recognition of 
Foreign Arbitral Awards. The EBRD also reviewed and proposed 
amendments to the draft Law on International Commercial 
Arbitration for the Kyrgyz Republic.  
Funded by: Japanese government

Completed 
13/12/1999

Kyrgyz 
Republic

Telecommunications

EBRD consultants assisted a working group in preparing a draft 
telecommunications law. This project was specifically connected to 
the Bank's investment project. The Government passed the law in 
line with the agreed draft. 
Funded by: US government

Completed 
30/04/1998

Kyrgyz
Republic

Bankruptcy Regulation
The EBRD prepared draft implementing regulations for the new 
Kyrgyz Insolvency Law. 
Funded by: Japanese government

Completed 
31/01/1997

Latvia
PPP development/

Concessions Law Reform

The EBRD was requested by the Latvian Ministry of Economy to 
provide technical assistance with the development of the 
PPP/concession legal framework. The project included the 
following elements:  advice on the draft new concession law and the 
development of a checklist/manual for contracting authorities on 
concession agreements.  
Funded by: Swedish government

Completed
14/03/2006

Latvia
Secured Transactions 

Project

The EBRD assisted with the preparation of the new law on 
Commercial Pledges which entered into force in March 1999. The 
Bank has helped to publicise the new provisions to the business and 
legal community.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
31/12/2000

Lithuania Concessions Law Reform

The EBRD assisted the Ministry of Economy with the creation of a 
workable legal framework allowing for the use of concessions in 
Lithuania as a basis for public private partnerships. The Bank 
provided expert advice on the main issues to be addressed by the 
Concessions Law, as well as on the requirements to be met under 
EU legislation in view of the Lithuania’s EC accession bid. The 
assignment also included a follow up advice pending the 
submission of the draft Law to Parliament. The Law came into force 
on 1 October 2003. 
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
31/12/2002

Lithuania
Telecommunications  

Regulatory Development 
Programme

This EBRD project was initially focused on drafting the secondary 
legislation needed for establishing a sound licensing and 
interconnection policy. However, with the Government’s decision 
to privatise Lietuvos Telecom and to draft a new 
telecommunications law, the focus was changed to preparing tariff 
models, providing comments on draft licences, organising 
workshops on interconnection issues, and providing comments on 
the draft law.  
Funded by: Japanese government

Completed 
30/09/1998

Lithuania Privatisation Laws

The EBRD proposed amendments to Lithuanian law to permit the 
conversion of debt into equity of a State Stock Enterprise in the 
context of privatisation.  
This project was internally funded. 

Completed 
23/05/1997

Moldova

Support in Preparation to 
the WTO GPA 
Negotiations

The project provides advice in negotiating the WTO GPA accession 
and practical assistance throughout the WTO GPA negotiation 
process.
Funded by: Slovak government

Underway

Moldova

Commercial Courts 
Restructure and 

Retraining Programme

The government of Moldova has prepared a draft law to abolish the 
Economic Courts and transfer the hearing of commercial matters to 
courts of general jurisdiction. The Bank is asking the National 
Institute of Justice (NIJ) to address any judicial training needs that 
arise from the restructure.
Funded by: Czech government 

Underway

Moldova
Commercial Mediation 

and Arbitration

The project will assist the Ministry of Justice to implement the 
objectives set out in the justice sector strategy for 2011-2015, 
concerning the promotion and greater use of alternative dispute 
resolution mechanisms.
Funded by: Luxemburg government

Underway
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Moldova

Assistance Drafting 
Energy Efficiency Law 
and Revising Secondary 

Legislation

Working with the Ministry of Construction and Regional 
Development, this project will assist the Ministry in drawing up 
primary and secondary legislation necessary to introduce effective 
legal and regulatory instruments such as energy performance 
assessment, energy certification, and regular inspection of Heating, 
Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems, establish an 
institutional framework and would define responsibilities of 
building stakeholders.
Funded by: Swedish government

Underway

Moldova
Assistance Amending the 

Housing Codes

Working with the Ministry of Construction and Regional 
Development, this project will assist the Ministry in introducing the 
necessary changes to housing codes. The specifics of the 
amendments and the deficiencies they would aim to address would 
be fed by the output of an analysis of the legal, institutional and 
operational environment that the Bank intends to conduct, as above.
Funded by: Swedish government

Underway

Moldova
Communication 

Regulatory Development

The Bank provided assistance to the regulator (ANRCETI) in 
implementing the new Electronic Communications Law.
Funded by: EBRD Early Transition Countries Fund and EBRD 
Shareholder Special Fund

Completed 
Q1 2012

Moldova
Improving Energy 

Efficiency in Residential 
Buildings

Working with the Ministry of Construction and Regional 
Development, this project analysed the overall legal, institutional 
and operational framework of urban housing stock in Moldova. The 
findings from this analysis will be used for assisting the Ministry in 
drafting primary legislation and secondary legislation, and 
amendments to the housing codes with a view to improving energy 
efficiency.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholders Special Fund

Completed
18/04/2011

Moldova
Mortgage Law and 

Mortgage Securitisation 
in Moldova Phase II

The project provided assistance to the Ministry of Economy on 
reforming the current mortgage legislation and relevant regulations 
in order to provide an attractive and coherent regime with proper 
implementing mechanisms for the primary mortgage market (and 
laying down foundations for the secondary market). The law has 
been adopted and came into force on 2 September 2008. A 
dissemination programme included a conference organised with the 
Ministry of Economy, the publication of a Practical Guide and other 
products. 
Funded by: Swiss government

Completed 
2009

Moldova
Mortgage Transactions 

Reform (Phase I)

The EBRD undertook this project to support the government’s
efforts in developing the real estate housing market by, in 
particular, examining the legal regime underpinning mortgage 
transactions. The project was exploratory in that it consisted in 
preparing a comprehensive assessment of the existing legal, 
regulatory and institutional framework for mortgage transactions, 
and initiating policy dialogue with the Ministry of Economy and the 
Government of Moldova on the assessment’s conclusions and 
recommendations for their implementation. 
Funded by: Swiss government

Completed
21/02/2006

Moldova
Improving Leasing 
Transactions related 

Legislation in Moldova

At the request of the Government of Moldova, the EBRD undertook 
a project to assist Moldova to improve its legal framework 
governing leasing transactions. A new law on leasing was approved 
by the Parliament in July 2005. The new law broadens the range of 
goods that can be offered for lease; allows all citizens, not just 
entrepreneurs as before, to acquire leases for equipment ranging 
from factory tools to simple domestic washing machines; and 
removes a tax loophole that earlier placed an unnecessary burden on 
entrepreneurs who opted to lease rather than buy equipment.
Funded by: Balkan Region Special Fund

Completed 
30/06/2005

Moldova
Registration of Pledges 
on Moveable Property

The EBRD assisted the Ministry of Justice with the establishment of
a registry of pledges for moveable assets, as well as helping in the 
reform of the 1996 Pledge Law.  A new Pledge Law was adopted in 
July 2001. Changes in government and delays in the decision on the 
creation of the registry have severely delayed progress. The 
registration system was finally set-up, but without direct EBRD 
involvement. 

Completed 
31/12/2002
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Funded by: UK government

Moldova
Assistance in Developing 
a Secured Transactions 

Law

In co-operation with GtZ, the EBRD assisted the Ministry of 
Economy with the drafting of a new Pledge Law which was enacted 
in 1996.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
01/01/1997

Mongolia
Commercial Mediation 

Project

The project will establish a mediation capacity at the Chamber of 
Commerce in Ulaanbaatar and one regional centre. It will promote 
commercial mediation to the Chamber’s members, intensively 
training mediators, and study the impact of mediation of business 
disputes.

Underway

Mongolia
Strengthening 

Enforcement of Court 
Decisions - Phase 1

The project will provide assistance to the Mongolian court 
enforcement agency to improve the effectiveness of their bailiffs in 
enforcement court judgments.

Underway

Mongolia
Commercial Law Judicial 

Curriculum

The project will develop a commercial law judicial curriculum 
which meets the needs of Mongolian judges, and enables them to 
deal more effectively with commercial law matters. 
Funded by: Early Transition Countries Fund

Underway

Mongolia
Ulaanbaatar Clean Air 

Initiative – Phase II
This project follows on Phase I below and aims to implement the 
proposed framework.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Mongolia

Extractive Industries 
Transparency Initiative 
Mongolia Secretariat –

Capacity Building

The objective of the project was to provide practical support to the 
EITIMS in the implementation of the EITI principles (and possible 
EITI++ developments of those principles), with the aim initially of 
achieving EITI compliant status. 
Funded by: Early Transition Countries Fund

Temporarily On Hold

Mongolia
Mineral Resources 

Authority of Mongolia –
Capacity Building

Supporting the Bank’s Natural Resources Team the principal 
objective of this project was to help Mongolia with the development
of its mineral sector by build capacity within the Mineral Resources 
Authority of Mongolia (MRAM). The project assisted by helping to 
capture point data held in the MRAM library into a digital format 
suitable for utilisation in the MRAM GIS system, together with the 
scanning of geological reports and maps as they are accessed for 
digitisation. 

On Hold

Mongolia
Secured Transactions 

Reform

Since end of 2005, the Bank has been working with the Mongolian 
government (Ministry of Justice “MoJ”), providing technical 
assistance for reforming and enhancing the legal regime for secured 
transactions over movable property, but progress was slow. The 
EBRD sent to the MoJ a final draft pledge law and amendments to 
Civil Code provisions on secured transactions. 
Funded by: Mongolia Cooperation Fund

Completed
2010

Mongolia
Ulaanbaatar City Clean 
Air Initiative - Phase I

The EBRD Ulaanbaatar Clear Air Initiative (UBCAI) responds to a 
request from the President of Mongolia and Minister for Fuel and 
Energy for help in addressing the chronic pollution besetting 
wintertime Ulaanbaatar City. 
Funded by: EBRD Early Transition Countries Fund

Completed 
June 2009

Mongolia
Ulaanbaatar Clean Air 
Initiative – Phase I(a)

A key concept of the Operational Framework (see previous box) is 
the application of a tax on raw coal and the use of this tax to 
support the production of cleaner fuels and other initiatives aimed 
at improving air quality. An additional element of the Operational 
Framework is to establish an Independent Clean Air Fund to receive
and disburse revenues from such taxes and administer the 
Operational Framework generally. While the original intention of 
the Operational Framework was to draft and adopt new air pollution 
tax and clean air fund laws, the Government, through the Ministry 
for Nature and Environment (MNE) is currently at an advanced 
stage of drawing up similar draft laws. Our recommendations above 
for an air pollution-type tax are consistent with the general frame of 
MNE’s proposals, but having reviewed MNE’s drafts there are 
some important differences. MNE are supportive of the EBRD 
approach and have requested TC assistance to ensure harmonisation 
of approaches.  Accordingly, it has been agreed that EBRD will 
provide interim practical implementation assistance to MNE in 
ensuring the effectiveness and consistency of the MNE drafts with 
both the Operational Framework and international best practice 

Completed 
September 2009
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prior to submission to parliament for approval. Work on this phase 
was carried out in August and September 2009.

Mongolia
Renewable Energy 

Advisory

The Government of Mongolia (GoM) has put into place a set of 
policy and regulatory provisions which create a favourable 
environment for attracting private sector participation in renewable 
energy development. Based on this framework, it is hoped that 
private sector investors will become keen on the formation of large-
scale renewable energy commercial operations in Mongolia. 
However, there is concern about cumulative economic and financial 
impact of the accelerated intake of renewable energy and the 
possibility that such intake could undermine the financial 
sustainability of existing power sector operations and/or 
affordability for end-use electricity customers, in the absence of 
adjustment mechanisms or mitigation measures. According, the 
Bank (upon request from GoM) has engaged a consultant to advise 
the Energy Regulatory Authority of Mongolia (ERA) in reviewing
the current renewable energy feed-in tariff and proposing a 
mechanism to balance the effectiveness of the feed-in tariff to 
attract investments to meet the national target and economic 
affordability.  Agreement was reached with ERA in Ulaanbaatar in 
November 2007 with respect to the content and parameters of the 
TC. Consultant selection has been completed and in-country launch 
took place in June 2008.

Completed 
June 2008

Mongolia
Communications 

Regulatory Development

Through this project the EBRD provided advisory services to assist 
the Government of Mongolia to create a modern legal and 
regulatory environment for the telecom sector with a focus on 
building capacity within the Communications Regulatory 
Commission (CRC). Specifically: (1) Training and Capacity 
Building at CRC; (2) Assistance to government in sector policy 
development; (3) Assistance with optimising sector institutional 
structure; (4) assistance with revision of sector primary legislative; 
(5) Assistance with modernising of licensing regime; (6) Assistance 
with modernising tariffing regime; Assistance with modernising 
interconnection regime. Under the project, a significant programme 
of training was completed with CRC.
Funded by: Mongolia Cooperation Fund

Completed 
20/09/2008

Mongolia

Improving Corporate 
Governance Legal 

Framework and Practice
in Mongolia

The EBRD completed a project to assist the Mongolian 
Government to improve the Mongolia’s corporate governance legal 
framework and practice. More specifically, the Project was (1) to 
evaluate the adequacy of the framework created by the existing 
legislation governing corporate governance issues with the aim to 
foster sound corporate governance practice in Mongolian 
companies and to bring corporate governance legal framework and 
practice in Mongolia in line with international sound practice; and 
(2) to assist the Mongolian Government to develop action plan and 
priorities to improve corporate governance practice in the country.
Funded by: Mongolia Cooperation Fund

Completed
31/05/2004

Mongolia

Assessment of the 
Current Legal 

Framework of Mongolia
Regarding Corporate 

Governance and Secured 
Transactions

The EBRD completed a project to assess the legal reform needs of 
the Mongolian Government, in particular in improving Mongolia’s 
corporate governance framework and the implementation of its 
secured transaction framework. The findings of this project are 
being used as the basis for developing follow-up legal technical 
assistance projects in the corporate governance and secured 
transactions areas for Mongolia.  
Funded by: Mongolia Co-operation Fund

Completed
31/05/2002

Montenegro
Commercial Law Judicial 

Training Support

The project will fill two important gaps in the training programme 
of the Montenegro Judicial Training Centre, namely competition 
law and intellectual property. It would create a training capacity, 
through a training of trainers and other measures to link local and 
trainers with international counterparts.
Funded by: Italian government and EBRD Shareholder Special 
Fund  

Underway

Montenegro
Communications Sector 

– Law Review & 
Secondary Legislation 

A review of the latest draft of a new communications law during the 
course of the Montenegro Regulatory Development TC, below, 
revealed significant deficiencies in the draft from the standpoint of 

Completed
03/12/2010
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Development EU compliance and investor attractiveness. A similar review of the 
draft law by the European Agency for Reconstruction concluded 
with identical concerns being relayed to government. The Bank has 
agreed technical assistance with improving the draft law and 
drafting of certain secondary legislation instruments with the 
Ministry for Maritime Affairs as to feasibility and timing of such 
assistance
Funded by: Western Balkans Fund

Montenegro
Communications Sector 

– Regulatory 
Development

Arising from a visit to Podgorica during July 2006, a request was 
received to provide technical assistance to the Montenegrin 
Telecom Regulator (AGENTEL) in the areas of technical capacity 
building and regulatory framework implementation – mostly in the 
areas of interconnection, costing and law review/revision.  Funding 
is from the EBRD West Balkans Fund. Project launch in Podgorica 
occurred in November 2007 and project implementation proceeded 
successfully. All project tasks have been concluded and the project 
will be formally wound up during Q4of 2008. AGENTEL has 
requested further assistance with implementation of the new law – a 
request which is currently under discussion.
Funded by: West Balkans Fund

Completed 
Q4 2008

Morocco
Secured Transactions 
Reform – Designing a 
New Legal Framework

The objective of the proposed project is to assist the Moroccan 
authorities, in particular the Ministry of Finance who is leading the 
initiative, in the reform the legal framework for taking security over 
movable property with of the view of facilitating secured credit, 
therefore increasing and deepening access to credit for the private 
sector in Morocco, particularly for SMEs.  
Funded by: Southern and Eastern Mediterranean Fund

Underway

Morocco
Telecoms/Liberalisation 

and Broadband Plan 
Implementation Support

Following discussions with the National Agency for the Regulation 
of Telecommunications (ANRT) and the Ministry for Industry 
Commerce and New Technologies (MICNT), ANRT expressed 
interest in cooperation with EBRD in the further liberalisation of 
the sector and implementation of a broadband strategy for the 
country.

Underway

Poland
Impact of the Polish legal 

system on the secured 
credit market

At the request of the National Bank of Poland (NBP), the EBRD
undertook an in-depth study of how the legal framework supports 
the development of secured credit in Poland. A report was launched 
in early 2006 presenting a set of recommendations. The study took
place in conjunction with a World Bank project on “Reducing 
Legal Barriers to Contract Enforcement”.
The project was internally funded.

Completed
31/12/2005

Poland
Bankruptcy Legal 

Reform

The EBRD, at the request of the Ministry of Justice, designed a 
legal technical assistance to ensure that Poland’s new Bankruptcy 
Law meets international standards, including protection of 
investor/creditor interests.  The EBRD also helped to facilitate 
understanding of the new Bankruptcy Law through training and 
education programmes.   
Funded by: Taipei China

Completed

Poland
Securitisation of Pension 

Fund Receivables

The EBRD advised the Ministry of Finance and Treasury on the 
legal and financial implications of a proposal on securitisation of 
pension fund receivables.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed

Poland
Telecommunications 

Regulatory Development 
Programme

The EBRD assisted the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications 
in harmonising their telecommunications regulatory framework to 
EU requirements, and in establishing an independent regulatory 
authority with appropriate instruments and mechanisms to 
implement the new law. The EBRD provided extensive comments 
on the new draft telecommunications law prepared by the Polish 
authorities as well as on the secondary legislation. The EBRD also 
organised a series of workshops on cost-accounting methods 
suitable for telecommunications operators, interconnect charges and 
tariff setting.  
Funded by: EU Phare

Completed 
30/07/1999

Regional
CIS Model PPP 

Documentation and 
CIS IPA has requested the Bank’s assistance with the advancing of 
the draft CIS Model PPP Law that has been prepared by the 

Underway
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Enabling Tools Working Group yet would benefit from an expert review and 
commentary.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund  

Regional

Assessment of 
Insolvency Office 

Holders in the EBRD 
Countries of Operations 

This project assesses key aspects of the way in which insolvency 
office holders practice in all our countries of operations. In 
particular, the aim of the project is to measure the extent to which 
insolvency office holders work effectively, with a view to 
identifying possible avenues for reform.
The project is internally funded.

Underway

Regional

Comparative Assessment 
of Secured Transactions 
in EBRD Countries of 
Operations (+SEMED)

This assessment comprises an analysis of the various regimes of 
securing creditors’ rights in EBRD countries of operation. The 
purpose of the assessment is dual as it aims to become the first 
source of information on the available types of collateral for 
banking operations as well as the useful tool for identifying 
possibilities of future reform work.
The project is internally funded.

Underway

Regional
SEMED ICT Policy and 
Regulatory Development

Following on from LTT’s 2012 Communications Sector 
Assessment, a more detailed analysis of impediments to investment 
in SEMED countries will be conducted.  

Underway

Regional
2013 Corporate 

Governance Assessment

In 2012 the EBRD developed a methodology for a new assessment 
of corporate governance of companies to be implemented in the 
second half of 2013 aiming at measuring the state of play (status, 
level of approximation of local laws/regulations to international 
standards, effectiveness of implementation, future outlook, etc.) in 
the corporate governance framework in the EBRD countries of 
operations, taking into consideration the tools developed by the 
EBRD (i.e., the 2007 checklist, the EBRD Toolkit and the 
questionnaires and checklists used in the assessment on corporate 
governance of banks).
The project is internally funded.

Underway

Regional
Reverse Factoring 

Feasibility Programme in 
Western Balkans

In order to establish if there would be a solid business case for the 
Bank to engage in providing technical assistance in establishing 
reverse factoring programmes (both policy and business wise), a 
comprehensive feasibility study will be undertaken by local 
consultants in each of the identified jurisdictions (Serbia, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina and Croatia).
Funded by: LUDA

Underway

Regional
Regional Assessment of 
Bailiffs and Enforcement 

Agents

The project is conducting an assessment of the effectiveness of 
enforcement arrangements in the CIS, Georgia and Mongolia 
focusing on legislative frameworks as well as institutional capacity 
of enforcement bodies, both public and private.
The project is internally funded.

Underway

Regional
Public Procurement 

Policy Advice - SEMED 
region

The EBRD, in connection with results of the SEMED Assessment,
proposed developing a strategy for public procurement sector 
reform and engaging in policy dialogue with governments keen to 
initiate reforms in the SEMED region.

Underway

Regional

Assessment of the Public 
Procurement Sector: 
National Legal and 

Institutional Framework 
and Local Procurement 
Practice in the SEMED 

countries (Egypt, 
Tunisia, Morocco, and 

Jordan)

This assessment involves a policy, legal and regulatory analysis of 
the public procurement sector in the SEMED countries. It aims to 
provide a comprehensive analysis of the countries legal 
environment and local procurement practice and to map out legal 
and regulatory obstacles to efficient procurement for the EBRD 
investment in public sector, including MEI and Power & Energy 
Sectors.
Funded by: Southern and Eastern Mediterranean Fund

Underway

Regional

EBRD-UNCITRAL 
Initiative on Enhancing 

Public Procurement 
Regulation in the CIS 

countries and Mongolia

The Initiative is a technical cooperation programme developed to 
support strengthening public procurement regulation in the CIS 
countries and Mongolia. As several CIS countries originally based 
their PP legislation on the 1994 UNCITRAL Model Law on 
Procurement of Goods, Construction, and Services, a joint EBRD –
UNCITRAL project is designed to encourage upgrading public 
procurement regulation in the CIS countries and Mongolia to the 
2011 UNCITRAL Model Law standard. 
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund and Slovak 
government

Underway
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Regional
EBRD IDLO Public 

Procurement E-learning 
Tool Initiative (Phase 1)

The tool is designed to provide a public procurement policy 
foundation course for junior regulatory officials and is based on the 
WTO GPA standards and the 2011 UNCITRAL model.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Regional
Local Capital Market 

Development - SEMED

The Project aimed at assessing capital market development, laws 
and regulations, in the SEMED region. The assessments have not 
only provided the overview of the legal framework but would also 
identify legal impediments to the development of local capital 
markets and short and long-term recommendations to address such 
impediments.

Completed 
06/02/2013

Regional
Local Capital Market 

Development

The Project was launched in summer 2010 and at present, 7 
jurisdictions are being reviewed: Hungary, Kazakhstan, Romania, 
Ukraine, Turkey, Georgia and Russia. Next countries assessed are 
Serbia, Mongolia and Poland.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Completed 
06/02/2013

Regional

Comparative Assessment 
of Laws Governing 
Telecoms, EBRD 

Countries of Operation 
(+Egypt, Jordan, 

Morocco and Tunisia)

This assessment comprised an analysis of the various laws
governing the telecom sector in current and prospective EBRD 
countries of operation. This legal assessment has been conducted in 
tandem with the investor risk assessment with a view to integrating 
the output of both.
The project was internally funded.

Completed 
Q1 2013

Regional
Assessment of the Egypt 
Power and Energy Sector

This assessment involved a policy, legal and regulatory analysis of 
the electricity and gas sectors of Egypt.

Completed 
Q1 2013

Regional

Assessment of the Power 
and Energy Sector in the 
SEMED region (Jordan, 
Morocco and Tunisia)

This assessment involved a policy, legal and regulatory analysis of 
the electricity and gas sectors of Jordan, Morocco and Tunisia. It 
aimed to provide a comprehensive analysis of the three countries’ 
legal environment and to map out policy and regulatory obstacles to 
EBRD and private sector investment.

Completed 
Q1 2013

Regional

Comparative Assessment 
of Investor Risk in 
Telecoms, EBRD 

Countries of Operation 
(+Egypt, Jordan, 

Morocco and Tunisia)

This assessment comprised a 2012 update of LTT’s 2009 Electronic 
Communications Regional Assessment using refined assessment 
model and methodology, targeted upon regulatory conditions for 
high-speed broadband infrastructure and investor risk related 
thereto.
The project was internally funded.

Completed
Q1 2013

Regional
2011 Concessions / PPP 

Law Assessment

The project was a major assessment following the recent credit 
crisis and regulatory efforts of the authorities in the EBRD 
countries of operations to combat it. It was based largely on an 
improved checklist being circulated to legal experts in each of the 
EBRD countries of operations.
The project was internally funded.

Completed 
Q1 2013

Regional
Assessment on Corporate 

Governance of Banks

In September 2010, LTT launched a new assessment on corporate 
governance in the banking sector. The assessment is a hybrid 
extensiveness/effectiveness survey examining key benchmarks and 
aims to ascertain how the corporate governance practices in banks 
are laid down by laws and regulations and, most importantly, how 
they are implemented and how the overall system works.

Completed 
Q1 2013

Regional
Judicial Decisions 

Assessments (Phase 2)

Phase 2 of the assessment has been implemented in Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. The 
assessment provided investors, including the Bank, with a 
meaningful insight into how commercial matters are dealt with in 
practice and courts’ ability to deal effectively with commercial law 
matters. It also provided data which can be used to encourage and 
assist reform in the justice sector in the countries concerned.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Completed 
2012

Regional
Judicial Decisions 

Assessment (Phase 3)

Phase 3 of the assessment has been implemented in South East 
Europe, namely the former Yugoslavia (Kosovo being examined 
separately from the rest of Serbia), Albania, Bulgaria and Romania.
The project was internally funded.

Completed 
2013

Regional 
Corporate Governance in 

the Banking Sector in 
South-Eastern Europe

In 2006, the EBRD, in conjunction with the OECD, started a 
project dedicated to “Corporate Governance in the Banking Sector 
in Eurasia”. Based on the success of this initiative, the EBRD 
decided to replicate the project in SEE, by setting up a discussion 
table comprised of representatives of the banking sector in the 
region, in order to develop a set of guidelines to strengthen the 

Completed 
2013
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Territory

Project Title Project Description Status

corporate governance of banks in the region.
Funded by: Luxemburg government

Regional

UN ECE PPP Training 
Module/Concession 
Agreement and Its 
Elements; How to 

negotiate a Concession 
Agreement – Civil Law 

Expertise

The UN Economic Commission for Europe (UN ECE) undertook a 
major initiative to boost PPP practice and public institutional 
capacity on a national level by way of drafting 25 72-hour Training 
Modules with the cooperation of and assisted by international 
organisations and prominent experts according to their respective 
expertise. Recognising the LTT’s expertise the EBRD has been 
asked to take the lead on the following Training Modules: (a) “How 
to Design the Best Legal and Regulatory PPP Frameworks”, which 
LTT produced last year; and (b) “Concession Agreements and its 
elements; negotiating an agreement”.
The project was internally funded.

Completed 
2013

Regional 
Corporate Governance in 

the Banking Sector in 
South-Eastern Europe

In 2006, the EBRD, in conjunction with the OECD, started a 
project dedicated to “Corporate Governance in the Banking Sector 
in Eurasia”. Based on the success of this initiative, the EBRD 
decided to replicate the project in SEE, by setting up a discussion 
table comprised of representatives of the banking sector in the 
region, in order to develop a set of guidelines to strengthen the 
corporate governance of banks in the region.
Funded by: Luxemburg government

Completed 
2013

Regional
Model (CIS) Company 

Law Development

The Bank assisted the CIS Interparliamentary Assembly in 
producing a model company law.
Funding: German government

Completed 
2010

Regional
CIS Model Bank 
Bankruptcy and 
Liquidation Law

The EBRD assisted the CIS Inter-Parliamentary Assembly with the 
development of draft CIS model bank bankruptcy and liquidation 
legislation. The draft Law is based on best modern international 
standards as elaborated in the recent years by various IFIs’ 
initiatives. 
Funded by: Canadian government

Completed
18/05/2005

Regional
CIS Model Investor 

Protection Law

The EBRD assisted the CIS Inter-Parliamentary Assembly (CIS 
IPA) with the preparation of investors’ protection model legislation.  
The objective of the project was to bring stability to the investment 
environment by providing model clauses empowering national 
authorities and regulators to impose meaningful incentives and 
penalties on companies, banks, professional market participants. 
The Model Law was approved by the Plenary Session of the CIS 
IPA in April 2005.  
Funded by: Dutch government

Completed 
December 2004

Regional
CIS Model Securities 

Law

This project aimed to develop a CIS Model Securities Law. The 
EBRD has sponsored the project and participated in a drafting 
group that has developed a draft model law "On Securities 
Markets," approved by the CIS Inter-Parliamentary Assembly in 
November 2001. A follow up Recommendation guidelines and a 
concept of Convention on Integration of CIS Capital Markets have 
also been developed. 
Funded by: Dutch government

Completed 
31/12/2002

Regional
Commercial Law 

Training  I & II (IDLI)

In May 1994 the EBRD approved a two-year technical co-operation 
project providing training in commercial law for lawyers in eight of 
the Bank's countries of operations. The main elements of the project 
were seventeen in-country commercial law training workshops and 
seventeen fellowships for longer training programmes. The 
principal events under the second two-year project were fourteen 
training workshops in all CEI countries and eight fellowships for a 
five-week Enterprise and Investment Lawyers course provided by 
IDLI. 
Funded by: Italian Government's Central European Initiative Fund 
(CEI)

Phase II Completed
31/12/2000; 

Phase I Completed 
31/12/1997

Romania

Review and 
Implementation of the 
Romanian Corporate 

Governance Code

The project aims at improving the corporate governance and 
disclosure practices of companies listed on the Bucharest Stock 
Exchange (BSE) in Romania.  
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Romania
Commercial Court Pilot 
Programme – Phase 1

LTT has been conducting policy dialogue with the Ministry of 
Justice concerning the optimum court structure for dealing 
effectively with commercial disputes. The proposed project would 

Underway
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Country or 
Territory

Project Title Project Description Status

contribute to enhanced quality and transparency in judicial 
proceedings in commercial matters, and a corresponding 
improvement in the investment climate.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Romania
Secured Transactions 

Project

The EBRD undertook extensive preparatory work on consensus 
building with the Romanian authorities with a view to introducing a 
new law, which was developed in draft form. Following 
interventions by the World Bank, the Law on Legal Treatment of 
Security Interests in Personal Property was adopted in 1999. 
Funded by:  EU Phare

Completed 
01/01/2000

Romania
Investment Related Law 

Advice

This project, funded by EU/PHARE, provided advice to the 
National Agency for Privatisation (NAP) on the development of an 
effective concessions law. The Concessions Law was adopted by 
the Romanian Parliament.  
Funded by: EU Phare

Completed 
31/12/1998

Romania Bankruptcy Law

The EBRD recommended to the Prime Minister of Romania that the 
Bankruptcy Law be amended so that secured and unsecured claims 
of shareholders in a bankruptcy will not be automatically 
subordinated to the claims of other creditors. An emergency 
ordinance amending the Bankruptcy Law was enacted in October 
1997. 
This project was internally funded.

Completed 
01/11/1997

Romania
Motorways and Railways 

Concessions Law

The EBRD reviewed the Concessions Ordinance and provided 
recommendations to improve the legal framework for the granting 
of concessions for highways in Romania.  
Funded by: French government

Completed 
01/03/1997

Romania
Motorways Financial 

Advisory

The EBRD provided assistance to the Romanian Government with 
the identification, tender, negotiation and award of a contract for an 
initial motorway concession.  
Funded by: EU

Completed 
01/01/1997

Russian 
Federation

Development and 
Implementation of a 
Crop Receipts Legal 

System in Russia       

This project is designed to assist the Russian government in 
developing a legal instrument (Crop receipt) aimed at improving 
access to pre-harvest finance by Russian farmers.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Russian 
Federation

PPP Capacity Building 
Enhancement

The Ministry of Economic Development requested the EBRD 
assistance with the development of PPP practical recommendations 
and guidelines related to the following four areas: selection 
procedures; methodology for key performance indicators, template 
agreement; and the tool for the effectiveness assessment of a 
project’s financials in order to gauge advantages of a certain type of 
project’s structuring and choose the more efficient method of its 
realisation (in essence, a type of public sector comparator).
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Russian 
Federation

Review and 
Implementation of the 

Russian Corporate 
Governance Code

The Russian corporate governance code was developed in 2002 
with the assistance of the EBRD and introduced by the instruction 
of the Federal Commission on the Securities Market (currently, the 
Federal Financial Markets Service - FFMS). The Moscow 
Exchange and the FFMS have requested LTT’s assistance with the 
review of the Code and strengthening its implementation.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Russian 
Federation

Secured Transactions 
Law Reform - Phase 2

The proposed project follows from a project carried out between 
2010 and 2013 with the Ministry of Economic Development 
(MED).
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Russian 
Federation

Assistance to 
Infrastructure PPP 
Projects in Russia

The Bank has been requested by Roads of Russia and 
Vnesheconombank, the current de facto Russian PPP Centres, to 
provide assistance with the preparation of a stream of pre-identified 
and yet-to-be identified PPP projects. 
Funded by: EBRD Shareholders Special Fund

Underway
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Country or 
Territory

Project Title Project Description Status

Russian 
Federation

Insolvency 
Administrators Capacity 

Building

This project is designed to assist the Russian government in 1) 
strengthening the profession of insolvency administrators by the 
preparation of professional standards of practice and conduct on 
key operational issues, and 2) in contributing to the thinking and 
developing of legal solutions around current acute problems which 
presently prevent insolvency procedures to be carried out in a 
transparent, fair and balanced manner.
Funded by: Italian government

Underway

Russian 
Federation

Warehouse Receipt 
Programme

The Russian Grain Union (RGU) has asked EBRD to support their 
work on preparing new legislation on Grain Warehouse Receipts, in 
conjunction with the Ministry of Agriculture (MoA). 
Funded by: EBRD Shareholders Special Fund 

Underway

Russian 
Federation

Secured Transactions 
Law Reform

The Bank advised the Ministry of Economic Development on a 
reform of the pledge and mortgage laws.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholders Special Fund

Completed 
Q3 2013

Russian 
Federation

Insolvency 
Administrators Capacity 

Building

This project designed to assist the Russian government (and 
specifically the Ministry of Economic Development, Dept of 
Corporate Governance) in 1) strengthening the profession of 
insolvency administrators by the preparation of professional 
standards of practice and conduct on key operational issues, and 2) 
in contributing to the thinking and developing of legal solutions 
around current acute problems which presently prevent insolvency 
procedures to be carried out in a transparent, fair and balanced 
manner.
Funded by: Seco-EBRD Secured Transactions and Creditors rights 
Fund

Completed 
26/04/2012

Russian 
Federation

Investigation of the 
Insolvent Debtors’ 
Assets in Russia

This initiative, developed in conjunction with INSOL International 
consisted of raising the issue of investigatory powers for insolvency 
administrators.

On hold

Russian 
Federation

Cape Town Convention 
on Security Interests over 
Mobile Equipment and

Aircraft Protocol –
Assistance for the 
Ratification and 

Implementation to the 
Russian Federation

The project consists of assisting the Russian Federation for the 
accession and implementation of the UNIDROIT Convention and 
Protocol which provides a legal framework for aircraft financing. 
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund Completed 

09/01/2013

Russian 
Federation

Assistance to 
Infrastructure Public 
Private Partnerships 

(PPP) Projects – Legal 
Advice – Assistance in 
Preparing a Regional 

PPP Law and a Template 
Agreement for Perm Krai

The Bank has provided assistance to the Perm Krai administration 
with the preparation of a regional PPP Law with a view to further 
financing identified PPP projects, notably the Perm bypass (road). 
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund Completed

21/03/2013

Russian 
Federation

Rosmorport 
Corporatisation

This project involved advice related to corporatisation of 
Rosmorport, a united port administration of the Russian Federation, 
currently a unitary enterprise under Russian laws. The Bank has 
commissioned a consultant to help prepare the justified proposal to 
the Government with a view to further investment in the entity once 
it becomes a joint stock company.

Cancelled

Russian 
Federation

Assistance to the 
Ministry of Economic 

Development and Trade 
on Corporate 
Governance

The Bank provided advice to the Russian Ministry of Economic 
Development and Trade (MEDT) in connection with a concept 
paper on the “Improvement of Corporate Governance Legislation”. 
Funded by: Italian government

Completed 
Q1 2012

Russian 
Federation

PPP Template 
Documentation 
Development

The LTT has been requested by Vnesheconombank (the “VEB”) to 
provide its input, expertise and join a steering committee on a 
project funded by VEB’s PPP Centre aimed at the development of a 
set of templates for PPP projects. The standard documentation 
includes tender rules and procedures, a set of contracts, including 
where relevant a concession-type agreement as well as a commented 
guidance book for local/regional authorities implementing PPP-type 
projects. A consortium of legal, technical and financial consultants 
completed the job in 2010.

Completed 
2010
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Territory
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Russian 
Federation

Sustainable Local 
Transport in Siberia & 

Russian Far East

The Bank got engaged in providing technical assistance to two 
Russian cities in relation to urban transport system development 
including the use of private sector operators. Legal elements of the 
project include the development of a standard service contract to be 
applied potentially throughout the Russian Federation. 

Completed

Russian 
Federation

Russia/Rosavtodor: PPP 
legal framework 

development

This project was directly related to the Bank’s sovereign loan to 
Rosavtodor, the Russian agency within the Ministry of Transport in 
charge of motorways. The project aimed to help develop PPP 
strategy and documentation allowing for concessions in road sector 
including the development of toll-roads. A BOT Working Group 
has been created within the Ministry of Transport led by the head of 
Rosavtodor. The project started early in 2005 and lasted for 
approximately half a year. 

Completed 
late 2005

Russian 
Federation

Russian Federation: 
Legal impediments to 

non-sovereign financing 
of infrastructure

The primary objective of the project was to identify specific 
provisions of Russian legislation that hamper the Bank’s own non-
sovereign lending activities in the infrastructure sector, as well as 
potential PPP activity and generally discourage an inflow of 
investment into the country.  
The project was internally funded.

Completed 
09/03/2005

Russian 
Federation

Legal and Regulatory 
Reform related to the 

Issuance of Debt 
Securities in the Russian 
Federation by Foreign 

Issuers

The EBRD assisted the Russian FCSM in improving the Russian 
legal and regulatory framework governing the debt capital markets 
by bringing it into line with the sound practice of international bond 
markets.  The project aimed to clarify the Russian regulatory regime 
so that foreign issuers with good credit ratings are able to raise 
capital in roubles by issuing rouble-denominated and paying debt 
securities in a cost-efficient way.  
Funded by: EU

Completed
04/03/2005

Russian 
Federation

Corporate Governance 
Code

The EBRD assisted the Russian Federal Commission on the 
Securities Market (FCSM) in developing a Corporate Governance 
Code, accompanied by an explanatory commentary that would be 
used as a central reference for issuers of securities. The Code was
broadly based on the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, 
and provided guidance for improved corporate bylaws and 
operating procedures. Through Stock Exchanges, the FSCM 
requires Russian companies to disclose the degree of compliance 
with the Code’s provisions, and to justify any lack of compliance. 
The Code should serve as an important tool for assessment by 
investors of Russian companies’ compliance with international best 
practices of governance. The Code was endorsed by the Russian 
Government in March 2002. 
Funded by: Japanese government

Completed 
01/07/2002

Russian 
Federation

Review of 
Telecommunications 

Law Amendment

The EBRD has provided assistance to the Russian Ministry of 
Communications in creating a modern and comprehensive 
telecommunications regulatory framework by reviewing and 
commenting on a draft amendment to Russian Federal
Telecommunications Law, together with assistance in the 
presentation and explanation of the draft amendment during its 
passage through the legislative process.  
Funded by: Canadian government

Completed 
October 2002

Russian 
Federation

Telecommunications
Regulatory Reform

The EBRD aimed to assist the Russian authorities to develop a 
modern regulatory framework for telecommunications addressing 
implementation of reform in the priority areas of universal service, 
licensing and interconnection. 
Funded by: US Government

Cancelled

Russian 
Federation

Corporate Governance 
Ratings

The EBRD helped to develop a methodology for a corporate 
governance rating system for Russian companies, in co-operation 
with the Institute of Corporate Law and Governance (ICLG). The 
rating system provides investors with a guide as to which Russian 
companies pursue the best international practices of governance.  
The rating system is expected to create incentives for companies to 
apply good governance standards in their practices in order to 
increase their attractiveness for potential investors.  The ICLG web 
site with the assessment results for over 30 Russian companies was 
launched in March 2001.  
Funded by: Japanese government

Completed 
01/03/2002
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Russian 
Federation

Mortgage Law Reform 
Project

The EBRD reviewed the draft Mortgage Law and issued a report 
with comments and recommendations.  The law entered into force 
in July 1998.  The Bank prepared an analysis of the final text.  
Funded by: German government

Completed 
19/04/2001

Russian 
Federation

Amendments and 
Additions to Laws 

Regulating Legal Entities 
and Securities Market

This project helped develop the legal framework in the areas of 1) 
company law/corporate governance, 2) capital markets (securities 
transactions law and law on electronic documents), and 3) 
investment funds law. As a result of the project, amendments to the 
Russian Company Law were approved by the Duma, as well as the 
new Investment Fund Law.  
Funded by: Japanese government

Completed 
30/06/2000

Russian 
Federation

EBRD/EU Corporate 
Governance and Capital 

Markets Roundtables

The EBRD held a series of roundtables for Duma deputies on 
proposed changes in Russia’s Company and Securities Laws. The 
first such roundtable, on protection of investor rights and corporate 
governance, was hosted by the EBRD’s Moscow Office. Three 
other roundtables, including discussion of the concept of a draft 
electronic documents law and the draft Law on Investment Funds, 
were also held.
Funded by: EU Phare

Completed 
30/08/2000

Russian 
Federation

Bankruptcy Law

The EBRD provided comments on the draft Law on Insolvency 
(now enacted). The final phase of the project assisted with the 
development of follow-up regulations.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
15/10/1999

Russian 
Federation

Advice to Japanese 
EXIM Bank on Russian 

Banking Legal 
Framework

The EBRD provided advice to the Japanese EXIM Bank in relation 
to their possible extension of lending operations to Russia.  The 
advice covered issues of currency regulation, covenants, taxation, 
capital adequacy, security, bankruptcy etc.  
This project was internally funded.

Completed 
20/01/1998

Russian 
Federation

Draft Concession Law 

Review and Commentary

At the request of the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade 
the EBRD reviewed the draft Concession Law and provided its 
commentary.  
This project was internally funded.

Completed 
15/11/2002

Republic of 
Serbia

Support for Effective 
Implementation of 

Consensual Financial 
Restructuring Law 

LTT assistance was sought by the Serbian Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (SCCI) in March 2013 to assist with implementation 
of the Consensual Financial Restructuring Law adopted in 2011.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholders Special Fund

Underway

Republic of 
Serbia

Competition Capacity 
Building Project 

The project will seek to enhance the ability of judges and sector 
regulators to understand and apply policy, legal, economic and 
regulatory concepts which underpin modern competition 
enforcement.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholders Special Fund

Underway

Republic of 
Serbia

Agrarian Receipt 
Programme

Financial Law Unit of the EBRD Legal Transition team is providing
legal support to EBRD Agribusiness team and local consultants in 
preparing new legislation on pre-finance of agricultural production 
and taking security over future agricultural products requested by 
the Ministry of Agriculture.

Underway

Republic of 
Serbia

Insolvency Legislative 
Implementation 

Assistance, Phase II

Following up on the successful first phase, a second phase of 
cooperation has been agreed between the Bank and the Serbian 
Bankruptcy Supervisory Agency (BSA) involving: (1) developing a 
practice manual for implementation of the Code of Ethics and 
National Standards for insolvency office holders prepared from the 
successful first phase of the project; and (2) assisting the BSA in 
refining and amending the Bankruptcy Law in Serbia.
Funded by: Western Balkans Fund

Completed 
30/11/2012

Republic of 
Serbia

Concessions/PPP Law 
Development Advice

The Ministry of Economy and Regional Development of Serbia has 
requested the Bank’s assistance with the upgrading of the 
concessions laws. 
Funded by: EBRD Shareholders Special Fund and Austrian 
government

Completed 
05/09/2012

Republic of 
Serbia

Reform of Law on 
Business Entities

The Ministry of Economy and Regional Development has created a 
working group for preparing amendments to the Law on Business 
Entities. The WG lacks the necessary expertise in reforming the 
Serbian corporate framework and has approached the EBRD for 
technical assistance.

Completed 
Q 1 2012
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Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Republic of 
Serbia

Competition policy 
Advocacy

The Bank was approached by local business leaders and 
associations to support the promotion of competition policy and law 
concepts more broadly amongst policymakers, government officials, 
the business community and consumers within Serbia.

Completed 
March 2010

Republic of 
Serbia

Insolvency Legislative 
Implementation 

Assistance Phase I

The Law on Bankruptcy in Serbia was significantly amended 
pursuant to legislation passed in August 2004. This new law is in 
significantly greater compliance with international standards than 
the previous Serbian legislation. The EBRD has been working with 
the Serbian Bankruptcy Supervisory Agency (BSA) to assist the 
development of an insolvency regulatory regime since 2005. A 
written assessment of the state of insolvency practices has been 
prepared together with a report comprising best insolvency 
practices, international standards and recommendations relating to 
the regulation and training of insolvency administrators. These 
reports have been delivered and recommendations submitted to the 
local authorities.  

Completed 
March 2010

Republic of 
Serbia & 
Regional

Insolvency Regulatory 
Capacity Building (Phase 

I)

The primary objective of this project was to assist the government 
of Serbia to develop the capacity of the Bankruptcy Supervisory 
Authority (BSA) to carry out its functions. The BSA is intended to 
supervise, license, regulate, and train insolvency practitioners, as 
well as monitoring insolvency cases in Serbia. This project has a 
regional component as well, in that it involves the development of 
comprehensive standards and guidelines for the establishment of 
such agencies in the Balkans and beyond. The results of the survey 
and the Principles were officially released at the launch of the 
autumn 2007 online edition of the Bank’s legal journal, Law in 
transition, in Bucharest on 26 October 2008.
Funded by: Swiss government

Completed

Republic of 
Serbia

Study on Remittances

The EBRD is reviewing the legislation and policies governing 
remittances in the Republic of Serbia in order to improve the 
efficiency and development impact of the remittances flows (lower 
transaction costs, better financial intermediation, more productive 
investments).  
The Legal Assessment report is due to be posted on the EBRD 
website:  
http://www.ebrd.com/country/sector/law/corpgov/projects/remitt.pd
f
Funded by: Swiss government

Completed
27/10/2006

Republic of 
Serbia

Telecommunications 
Regulatory Development

This project assisted the government of the Republic of Serbia and 
the Republic Telecommunications Agency with the adoption of a 
clear and predictable regulatory framework likely to attract private 
investment and to enable the overall development of the sector in 
Serbia.  More particularly, this project provided assistance with the 
elaboration of a telecommunications sector policy, licensing policy 
and interconnection and tariff policy, together with assistance with 
the establishment of an independent regulatory authority. 
Funded by: US Government

Completed 
20/02/2008

Republic of 
Serbia 

Secured Transactions 
Legal Reform

The project assisted the Republic of Serbia in adopting a modern 
legal framework for security over movable assets and 
implementation.  The Law on Registered Charges, adopted in May 
2003 closely adopts the EBRD Core Principles on Secured 
Transactions, and enables security to be taken over a variety of asset 
classes.
Funded by: UK government and the Balkan Region Special Fund

Completed 
30/06/2006

Serbia and 
Montenegro

Draft Concession Law 
Review and Commentary

At the request of the Ministry of International Economic Relations 
of the Republic of Serbia, the EBRD reviewed the draft Concession 
Law and provided its commentary.  
This work was internally funded.

Completed 
24/05/2002

Serbia and 
Montenegro

Legal Advisory 
Programme on 
Privatisation

With the assistance of the EBRD, the Serbian Ministry of Economy 
and Privatisation prepared a new Privatisation Law which creates 
three methods for privatising companies: 1) competitive tendering 
process; 2) auction; and 3) out-of-court restructuring process.  The 
EBRD, in cooperation with the World Bank, also helped the 
Ministry to develop key implementing regulations.  

Completed 
10/03/2002

http://www.ebrd.com/country/sector/law/corpgov/projects/remitt.pdf
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Funded by: UK government and Balkan Region Special Fund

Slovak 
Republic

Secured Transactions 
Legislative Reform and 

Implementation

This project has helped to develop a comprehensive legal regime for
secured transactions over moveable and immovable assets 
(including self-help enforcement), and to create a computerised 
centralised registry for pledges over moveable. The law entered into 
force on 1st January 2003. The project included implementation 
assistance, monitoring (in particular measurement of the reform 
economic impact) and public education components. A 
comprehensive review on the register has been completed.
Funded by: UK government

Completed

Slovak 
Republic

Assistance in Developing 
a Secured Transactions 

Law

In 1996, the EBRD assisted in drafting the section on pledges 
which was to form part of the new Slovak Civil Code. In 2000 the 
project was revived, and an analysis of the needs for amendment of 
the Civil Code was prepared and a new working group was 
established.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
30/11/2000

Slovenia
Concessions Law Reform 

(extension)

As a result of the extension of the EU-funded Concession Law 
development project above, the Slovenian authorities received 
advice on the final draft law. 
The project extension was internally funded.

Completed 
December 2003

Slovenia Concessions Law Reform

The EBRD advised the Ministry of Finance on the development of a
framework concessions law. A local drafting team has subsequently 
been commissioned by the Ministry of Finance to draft the law. 
Funded by: EU Phare

Completed 
July 2002

Slovenia
Equity Investment 

Survey

In order to assess the legal framework for equity investments, the 
Bank conducted a survey of legal issues relating to the acquisition 
of shares in companies incorporated in Slovenia.  
This project was internally funded. 

Completed 
09/04/1997

Tajikistan
Energy Sector 

Regulatory Development

In the context of the development by the Power and Energy Team 
of the Sugd Energy Loss Reduction Project and the Kairakkum 
Hydropower Rehabilitation Project, LTT’s contribution has been 
sought for sector regulatory development policy dialogue 
accompanying these projects.

Underway

Tajikistan
Commercial Law Judicial 

Training Programme

The project developed a judicial training programme for sitting and 
candidate judges covering identified areas, and prepared a training 
of trainers plan. Subsequent work includes developing modules for 
the training programme, strengthening the JTC as an institution, and 
assisting it to implement the training programme. The counterpart 
for the project is the JTC, under the Council of Judges of Tajikistan. 
Funded by: EBRD Early Transition Countries Fund

Underway

Tajikistan
Communications 

Regulatory Development 
Programme - Phase III(I)

The Government of Tajikistan requested the assistance of the 
EBRD in implementing sector reform. 
Funded by: Korean government

Underway

Tajikistan
Review of Anti Money 
Laundering legislation

The EBRD and the IMF undertook a joint assessment of the Anti 
Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism Legislation in the 
country. A joint report EBRD/IMF including proposals and 
recommendations was prepared and sent to the Tajik authorities in 
early 2007. 

Completed

Tajikistan
Telecommunications 

Regulatory Development 
Programme

The EBRD assisted the Tajik authorities in drafting a modern 
telecommunications law and establishing a clear, predictable and 
pro-competitive regulatory framework.  
Funded by: Japanese government

Completed 
2004

Tajikistan
Assistance in Developing 
a Secured Transactions 

Law

The EBRD's Secured Transactions Project produced an extensive 
analysis of existing laws in order to identify necessary reforms and 
the best ways of implementing them. The Tajik Government has yet 
to act on the Bank's recommendations.  
Funded by: UK government

Completed 
01/11/2000
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Tunisia
Telecoms/Regulatory 

Development and 
Implementation Support

Following discussions with National Telecommunications 
Authority (INT), the authority expressed interest in cooperation 
with EBRD in the further liberalisation of the sector and adoption 
of the revised laws and regulations necessary to underpin a more 
competitive environment, and thereby attract investment into the 
sector.  

Underway

Turkey
Implementation of the 

Turkish Corporate 
Governance Principles

The Legal Transition team is developing a new technical 
cooperation project, aiming at providing technical assistance to the 
Capital Market Board of Turkey (the “CMB”), in developing 
procedures and guidelines as well as a set of tools and templates 
which would assist the companies listed on the Istanbul Stock 
Exchange to implement the Corporate Governance Principles 
identified by the CMB as mandatory.  

Underway

Turkey Turkey Law Assessment

Turkish law firm was hired to fill in the various checklists and case 
study questionnaires for corporate governance, insolvency, 
securities markets and concessions.  
This project was internally funded.

Completed 
June 2009

Turkmenistan

Telecoms Privatisation 
and Liberalisation 

Support

The Bank engaged with the Government of Turkmenistan with the 
aim providing them with advice on various options for the 
implementation of the President’s policy announcements on the 
privatisation and liberalisation of the mobile telecom sector in 
Turkmenistan (privatisation of state-owned operator and award of 
two additional licences).

Underway

Turkmenistan
Regional 

Communications Sector 
Training - Turkmenistan

The Bank began implementing a comprehensive communications
regulatory training programme in the countries of the Caucasus in 
Q1 of 2010. Following expression of interest in the programme 
from Turkmenistan’s Ministry for Communications agreement was 
reached with the government on implementation in Ashgabat.  
Funded: Finnish government

Cancelled

Turkmenistan
Development of 

Taxation, Accounting & 
Investment Related laws

The EBRD reviewed the existing tax and foreign investment 
legislation of Turkmenistan and made a recommendation to the 
Turkmen Government on appropriate reforms to the legislation.  
Turkmenistan’s VAT legislation was amended according to the 
Bank's recommendations.

Completed 
10/07/1997

Ukraine Legal Framework for 
Derivatives Transactions

In this project EBRD assists the Working Group of Ukrainian 
parliament in preparing legal provisions which will introduce a 
number of amendments and additions to existing legislation, 
thereby providing for validity and enforceability of derivative 
transactions in Ukraine.
Funded by: EBRD Shareholder Special Fund

Underway

Ukraine
Legal Infrastructure for 
Private Sector Energy 
Efficiency Projects in 

Ukraine: Dnipropetrovsk 
Pilot Project

This project is aimed at analysing the legal, institutional and 
commercial restraints to the design and implementation of energy 
performance contracts (EPC) in Ukraine. Underway

Ukraine
Capacity Building of 
Public Procurement 
Review Body

The project aims to develop a dedicated training curriculum and 
provide training directly to the Review Body staff. The training 
sessions will focus on tribunal skills essential for effective review of 
complaints related to public procurement.
Funded by: Slovak government

Underway

Ukraine
Public Procurement: 

Policy Development and 
Regulatory Capacity 
Building (Phase 1)

The project aims to provide assistance with the development and 
implementation of the new national public procurement policy, 
meeting WTO GPA requirements and matching principal standards 
of the EU 2004/18/EC Directive (EU PP Directive).
Funded by: EBRD Shareholders Special Fund

Underway

Ukraine
Carbon Market 

Facilitation Programme

This TC has provided assistance to the Government of Ukraine to 
implement a framework and procedure for the sale of credits yielded
from reduction in carbon emissions in accordance with its 
obligations as a signatory of the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and Kyoto Protocol. 
The TC had four components: (1) Development of a model to 
evaluate greenhouse gas emission reduction potential; (2) 
Development of the institutional and legal framework under Article 
17 of the Kyoto Protocol; (3) Development of a pilot Green 

Cancelled
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"Investment Scheme" transaction; and, (4) Capacity building and 
training.  

Ukraine
Ukraine Communications 

Regulation Training 
Programme

LTT began implementing a comprehensive communications 
regulatory training programme in the countries of the Caucasus in 
Q1 of 2010. The programme was successfully completed in Georgia 
in July 2010, Armenia in March 2011 and is currently being rolled 
out in Azerbaijan. Following the successes of these components, 
LTT agreed the implementation of a similar programme with the 
National Commission for Communications Regulation (NCCR) in 
Kyiv in January 2011. Practical implementation began in Kyiv in 
April 2011 successfully concluded in November 2011.
Funded by: Finnish government

Completed 
Q4 2011

Ukraine
Review of Draft Law on 

Electronic 
Communications

The assistance of EBRD has been sought in reviewing the draft of a 
new framework electronic communications law to establish its 
consistency with the EU electronic communications framework.  
The draft law is currently before the Ukrainian parliament for 
discussion and approval.
Funded by: Austrian government (TBC)

TC Com approved/ 
On hold

Ukraine
Electricity Transmission 
and Distribution Tariff 

Reform

Through this project the Bank has funded the provision of TC 
assistance to the Ukrainian National Electricity Regulatory 
Commission (“NERC”) to tackle weaknesses in the tariff setting 
mechanisms for electricity transmission and distribution sectors in 
Ukraine. To provide this assistance, the EBRD funded consulting 
support to NERC in developing an internationally consistent 
framework and methodology for tariff regulation. The Consultant 
had proposed changes to the existing tariff-setting mechanisms 
which provided sufficient incentive for transmission and 
distribution companies to undertake the necessary network 
investments leading to energy efficiency enhancement and for 
benefits to be shared in an appropriate manner between the 
companies and end-users. In country implementation began in 
December 2007.

Completed

Ukraine
PPP legal and Regulatory 
Advice (II)/Kiev – Chop 

Highway

Following an initial review of the motorways PPP framework in 
Ukraine, this project jointly developed and implemented with the 
Transport Team aimed at advising on improvements to the 
Motorway PPP law (phase I) and the Concessions Law and provide 
advice to the authorities in relation to Kiev-Chop highway (phase 
II).  
Funded by: the EU

Completed

Ukraine
Commentary on Draft 
Production Sharing 

Agreements Law

The EBRD provided commentary on a draft law on Production 
Sharing Agreements.  
This project was internally funded.

Completed 
30/04/1997

Ukraine
PPP legal and Regulatory 

Advice
This Transport Team led project provided initial advice to the 
Ukrainian authorities related to PPP development in motorways.  

Completed

Ukraine
Telecommunications 

Legislation and 
Regulatory Structure

The EBRD provided the Government of Ukraine with legal, policy 
and regulatory advice on restructuring its regulatory and 
administrative systems, in preparation for the partial privatisation of 
Ukrtelecom in 1996.  
Funded by: Irish, Norwegian and UK governments

Completed 
30/04/1997

Uzbekistan Leasing Law Project
The EBRD provided advice to enhance the legal and tax 
environment for leasing transactions.  
Funded by: Japanese government

Completed
30/06/2002

Uzbekistan Customs Code Review

The EBRD provided the Government with extensive comments on 
their draft code to reflect international standards. The Government 
adopted the Code incorporating the EBRD's comments.  
This project was internally funded.

Completed 
01/04/1998

Uzbekistan Bankruptcy Law

The EBRD provided advice to the Ministry of Finance on a section 
of the Bankruptcy Law providing for unlimited liability to founding 
shareholders for certain company debts. An amendment to the 
Bankruptcy Law was enacted in 1996 by the Parliament which 
addressed the concerns identified by the EBRD. 
This project was internally funded.

Completed 
01/09/1996

Uzbekistan
Regulations for Law on 

Subsoil
The EBRD provided advice to the Government with regard to 
international practices applicable to various aspects of regulations 

Completed 
01/06/1996
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on the Law on Subsoil.   
Funded by: Canadian government




